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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Nowadays, the hard disk drive (HDD) is the popular storage devices in electronics market 

which is not only a need to general computer or laptop, but also database servers, 

electronics machines, tablets and mobility external storages. Currently, the electronics 

devices are more specification required depends on the current technology, and there is 

high level of competition between storage device producers in order to consumer satisfied. 

The main factors of the product reliability and alluring are the price of products, the 

services and product quality  

 

Failure management is one of the important processes of product quality improvement 

which is the main factor of business growth. However, product quality improvement 

effectiveness is dependent on a problem analysis accuracy and analysis duration which are 

the main approaches to quality improvement effectiveness. Thus, it is necessary to increase 

the accuracy of problem analysis and to reduce the duration of analysis process     

 

The images processing will be applied to analyzed the failures such as the scratch pattern 

on magnetic media which is the majority failure ratio of all defective drives that be found. 

Eigenface technique or face recognition will be integrated with image processing to 

classify the symptom and pattern of the scratch.            
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

 

The main attractive specifications of hard disk drive that are the data capacity, the disk 

rotation speed which represents to the data access speed, the interface type which impacts 

to data transfer rate, price and quality. However, also the buying of consumer is dependent 

on famous of product brand. 

 

In facts, the product defective has an opportunity to be found on many productions which 

the defective rate is the indicator of product reliability and quality, and it directly affect the 

customer satisfy and reliability of manufacturer. Therefore, the control manufacturing and 

product quality are the important processes on manufacturing nowadays (Figure 1.1). 

 

The quality control is one of the methods to be used for product quality, and failure 

management is the popular process of product quality improvement. The failure 

management or failure analysis is the approaching to determine the root cause of hard disk 

drive which consists of history log files analysis, performance measurement and the goods 

robustness.     

 

 
 

 

Figure1.1 Overall process and failure management benefit 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Presently, automatic systems have been applied, and it is common of manufacturing 

process and analysis systems. The automatic systems are helpful and easier to control the 

process, to standardize and to reduce the duration of process. However, the automatic 

systems have to remain the analysis precision and accuracy because it is the important 

factors to solve the problem timely. The automatic HDD performance test is one of the 

special tools of HDD which is time-reduction process by collect the essential data and 

measure the HDD performance.  

 

However, the limitations of automatic HDD performance test are the HDD failures 

classifications have to be analyzed, inspected by engineer or technical person. Thus, the 

accuracy and duration of failures classifications will depend on analyzer’s knowledge, 

analysis skill and information of the problem, which all the factors has high opportunity to 

error of analysis and take a long time. Therefore, it is necessary to improve standardize of 

problem analysis and to reduce the duration of analysis process (Figure 1.2).     

 

Regularly of defective HDDs, the scratch on media is majority failure which is more than 

30% of overall defective HDDs on manufacturing process and customer used. Therefore, 

the scratch on media problem will be focused  

 

 

 
 

Figure1.2 Failure management flow 
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1.3 Objective 

 

The objectives are related to the automatic classification system of HDD’s scratch pattern 

on magnetic media. 

 

 Create the algorithms of image processing technique to classify the pattern of 

scratch on media. 

 Able to classify the kind of HDD’s scratch pattern on magnetic media which is 6 

main patterns. 

 Use 5 kinds of acquisition image which is generated from automatic HDD 

performance test tool to classify. 

 

1.4 Scope 

 

 The kinds of acquisition images from automatic HDD performance test tool that be 

used are  

o Bit Corrected scan image (BCSCAN) 

o Iterative count scan image (ICSCAN) 

o Off track read capability image (OTRC1) 

o Off track read capability image (OTRC2) 

o Servo variable gain amplifier image (SVGA)    

 Eigenface [1] technique will be applied for feature extraction which is one of image 

processing process. 

 Euclidean distance [2] will be applied for pattern classification. 

 The algorithms will be applied and operated on Matlab programming 

 6 scratch patterns of classification are 

o Cross track 

o Circumferential 

o Spiral load 

o Spiral Seek 

o Spiral unload 

o No pattern (Normal) 

 The algorithms will be classified 6 patterns of scratch with accuracy more than 

85% for 1 kind of acquisition images at least.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction to Hard Disk Drive 

 

Hard disk drive (HDD) is an electronics device to stores digital information which is 

operating upon disk or platter coated with magnetic compounds and rapid disk rotation, 

and those data is not volatile. In another word, a HDD can retain the data regardless of 

power supply, or data is not losing after turn on power again. 

 

 

2.2 Hard Disk Drive component [3] 

 

 

 
Figure2.1 HDD without top cover and showing component inside of a HDD  

 

Media or Platter is information storing place which has circular disk coated with 

magnetic compounds multi layers, and using magnetization principle to record and retrieve 

data in binary format. The capacity of hard disk drive depends on numbers of bit on media, 

and the disk was locked on the disk camp and motor. 

 

Head stack assembly (HSA) is the component that is combination of header (writer and 

reader), head arm, pivot and voice coil motor (VCM). In basically, slider surface or air 

bearing surface (ABS) is flying above media surface approximate 9-12 nm on drive 

operation, and it was movement and control by voice coil motor, and header was parked on 

the ramp when power off. 
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Motor is the spindle component for rotation and lead to the platter which was locked with 

motor able to spin. Data access speed and transfer rate are depends on speed of motor 

rotation. In regularly, rotation speeds of motor which HDD used are 5400rpm, 7200rpm 

and 11000rpm. 

 

Ramp is parking area of header when turn power off hard disk drive or sleeping mode of 

computer. This design is development in order avoid to traditional header parking which is 

landing zone of head at ID zone and protect the touching of header to media surface. 

 

Base and Top cover are the HDD’s body which covers all interior components and 

protects external contamination. The most of bases design are built the motor in to the 

bases. 

 

Voice coil magnet (VCM) is the component which separate to 2 pcs top and bottom, it is 

useful to determine of HSA movement the correctly target by used inductance principle. 

 

 

2.3 Fundamental of perpendicular recording 

 

The principle of hard disk drive recording is related to principle of digital binary. The input 

will be processing translated by ASCII code [4][5] and transformed to binary format (bit 0 

or 1) which 1 character of ASCII code is equal 1 byte or 8 bits (Figure 2.3). 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.2 Example of transform character, ASCII,  

Binary and relation of bit direction    

 

Bits size in the media is the important player to increase the areal density. In another 

words, it is drive capacity indicator of hard disk drive. Two techniques are used to 

magnetic recording that is longitudinal and perpendicular recording (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure2.3 Left hand side is longitudinal recording 

Figure2.4 Right hand side is perpendicular recording 

 

Data of longitudinal recording technique [6] is stored data by applying variation of the 

magnetization which is direction upward and downward of the magnetization in horizontal 

that represent the data 0 or 1. The alignment of magnetic grain layer is along the track in 

negative or positive direction. 

 

 

              
 

Figure2.5 the simplified of a conventional longitudinal recording 

 

However, the longitudinal magnetic technique is finally facing limit of super-paramagnetic 

density limit (Figure 2.5) and perpendicular technique is strong interesting to areal density 

improvement nowadays. 

 

 
 

Figure2.6 Working flow of perpendicular recording process 

 

The perpendicular recording technique [6] is store the data in vertical magnetic direction or 

same direction of magnetic field applied from writer pole to media (Figure2.6). Bit on 

magnetic layer will be induced by magnetic field and through soft under layer, and return 

magnetic field back to head shield. The writer pole is a single pole writer and determines 

the field direction by current applied into the writer coil. 
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Figure2.7 The simplified of a conventional perpendicular recording  

 

The writer pole will be determined by applying the current (I) flow in order generate 

magnetic field and flux density to flip or change magnetic domain (bit) directions. The 

determination of bit direction is dependent on direction of current apply or Right-Hand rule 

[7] (Figure2.8). 

 

 
 

Figure2.8 Direction of magnetics field of Right-Hand rule  

 

 

In perpendicular recording technique [6], magnetic field and magnetization will be 

generated from current applied. Magnetic field direction (grey color) is determined by 

direction of current (I) flow (red color) and applied to hard magnetic media layer (blue 

color) which it is able to determine the bit direction or 0/1, and the magnetic field will 

through soft under layer (green layer) and return magnetic back to head shield (Figure2.9).  

 

 
 

Figure2.9 Data recording working flow 
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2.4 Automatic HDD performance test tool 

 

Automatic HDD performance test is an automatic system to collect a consistent set of drive 

level data by specific problem location which is the location that make a drive got failure. 

It also provides the drive information and results to server center that the technical people 

can access to review and analyze it. The tests of the system will focus on the drive 

performances, scan on the problem area and generate to be images.  

 

 
 

Figure2.10 The working flow of automatic HDD performance test tool 

 

The images of scan with different techniques are a very important process to classify the 

problem of the drives due to the image will inform an abnormity on scanning area. 

 

 

2.5 Magnetic media scratch 

 

The scratching or touching on magnetic surface is a very critical events that should be 

avoided because a magnetic materials which be coated on the platters is flimsy 

characteristic and can be reformed. The scratch is one of events that be usually found and it 

is a cause of failure operation of the hard disk drives because the magnetic layer is the data 

storing place and the data will be damaged when the magnetic layer has damaged or 

reformed.  

 

 
 

Figure2.11 A Schematics of a typical perpendicular medium 
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Soft Under-layer (SUL) [6] or the soft magnetic under-layer of the perpendicular 

recording media is a layer that is helpful while bits are stored in storage layer. With a soft 

magnetic under-layer and a single-pole head, higher writing field can be achieved. If higher 

writing fields are achieves, material with high Ku (Ku: magneto-crystalline anisotropy 

constant) can be used as the recording media. Therefore, the smaller grains can be used in 

the recording medium to store information. Thus, soft magnetic under-layer is a significant 

part of perpendicular recording technology and the longitudinal media did not require a 

soft magnetic layer. 

 

Seed or inter-layer is a serve the function of separation between the soft magnetic under-

layer and the storage layer.  

 

Storage layer is layer of the real data. To read-back when the information is to be 

retrieved, the layer material properties should be small grain size, good signal-to-noise-

ratio, good achievability of recording information, magnetic anisotropy gradients, and 

adequate degree of intergranular magnetic exchange coupling, good grain size distribution 

and hysteresis squareness. 

 

Overcoat layer is the protective layer for corrosion resistance which has the thickness 

from 2-3 nm.  Overcoats are typically deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PE-CVD) or Ion-beam deposition (IBD) techniques. Lubricant is lube layer 

which use thickness of the entire lubricant layer approximately 1-2 nm dipping the disk 

into a solution containing a lubricant in solvent. 

 

The physical structure of a hard disk drive 

 

Cylinder or track: the disc or magnetic disk of hard disk drive will be divided into tracks 

which have the same value/size whole surface. Nowadays, the number of track is around 

300-400k track per inch that means 62-80nm per track. 

 

Sector: A track was divided into a number of sectors which is divided into the same track 

size. Normally, the sector amount in hard disk drive will represent to the hard disk drive 

capacity because the sector is calculated by the number of byte (8bits) per sector.    
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Figure2.12 A structure of media layout which have cylinder  

or track, zone, wedge or servo, and sector 

 

 

The pattern of scratch should be same direction and some layers is dug and destroyed by 

components or particle elements. 

 

2.5.1 Cross track 

 

Cross track pattern is observed to cross multiple cylinders or track [13] which have the 

approximate range 2-20 tracks. The pattern of the scratch does not provide enough 

information to be categorized as spiral and the probability causes are particle induce 

scratch (PIS) from hard inorganic, soft inorganic and head induce scratch (HIS) which is 

short distance. 
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Figure2.13 An example of cross track symptom, images acquisition  

by Magnetic Imaging Test (MIT)   

 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.14 An example of cross track symptom, images acquisition by Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) (10um, 3um, 500nm)  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.15 Cross track pattern in polar and Cartesian format 
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2.5.2 Circumferential 

 

The Circumferential [15] scratch is the one type of scratch which the defect shape as the 

part of circle or full circle on the disk corresponds to the ring of disk’s radius.  

 

 
 

Figure2.16 Circumferential pattern in polar and Cartesian format 

 

2.5.3 Spiral Load 

 

A spiral [11] is a curve which emanates from a central point, getting progressively farther 

away as it revolves around the point. Or a curve on a plane that winds around a fixed 

center point at a continuously increasing or decreasing distance from the point. 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.17 Comparison of seek operation direction between  

media (platter) no spin (left hand side) and media spinning (right hand side)   

 

 

The scratch observed to have a constant slope that corresponds to load velocity (~3 IPS 

[12]). Scratch typically observed to extend to outer most negative cylinder [13]. 
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Figure2.18 the direction of head loading from ramp into media surface 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.19 Spiral load pattern in polar and Cartesian format 

 

The loading is a mode of head movement from parking ramp [3] to media surface which 

the typical lifetime rating for laptop 2.5 inch and desktop 3.5 inch hard drives are 300,000 

to 600,000 load cycles. 

 

 

2.6.4 Spiral Unload 

 

The unloading is a mode of head movement from media surface to the parking ramp. 

Mostly of code writing, head will be unloaded the heads whenever there has not been any 

activity for about five seconds. 

 

Cartesian format 
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Figure2.20 the direction of head unloading from media surface up to the ramp 

 

 
 

Figure2.21 Spiral unload pattern in polar and Cartesian format 

 

2.6.5 Spiral Seek 

 

The scratch is observed to follow the path of a normal seeking operation. Seek is the head 

movement from one location to the other location.  

Step of Seek Operation 

Define Target Track: Calculate servo [14] zone for target track, prepare to load servo 

parameter such as preamp value, voltage bias, write current, servo channel parameter 

and notch filter. 

Define Seek Profile: Apply seek profile based on distance between start track and 

target track. The seek profile have 3 modes are accelerate, coast and de-accelerate, and 

determine seek direction to towards OD or towards ID [13]. 

Start Seek: Move actuator by applying the current to VCM to move coil (actuator [3]) 

to target. 

Cartesian format 
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Figure2.22 Spiral seek pattern in polar and Cartesian format 

 

 

2.6 Images and digital images 

 

Images are considered on two dimensional functions and the value of the point or pixel is 

denoted the intensity of the image point (figure2.23). The intensity of image point is 

determined to be the real value number from 0 (Black) to 1 (White). The point indicator 

will be represented by x and y which is two dimension and they will give the intensity 

value of each points (x, y) [8].  

 

Digital images are the images which include the function f(x,y) and all the values are 

discrete. Basically, the default intensity value is 8 bits and defined by integer values which 

are the range from 0 (black) to 255 (white). A digital image is considered to be the large 

array which is discrete point, but the intensity of each point is related.  

Cartesian format 
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Figure2.23 An image as a function with each pixel 

 

 

2.7.1 Binary images 

 

The binary is 0 and 1 that means each of pixels is the 2 values. 0 and 1 is the number of 1 

bits value. In another word, the binary image is 2 colors image or black and white. The 

benefit of binary images is small image size, specific application such as printers, finger-

prints and architectural plan. The image (Figure2.24) is two colors which use for detection 

the items edge, white is the edges and black is the background [8]. 

 

 
Figure2.24 Binary image which each pixel is represented by 0 and 1 
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2.7.2 Grayscale images 

 

The pixels of the image are a shade of gray 8 bits or 256 different grays, and be set to 

singular number values. However, users are able to change the bits size depends on 

application and details of image. The applications of grayscale image such as medicine 

images (X-rays), images of print works and art work. The image (Figure2.25) is the street 

scene with grayscale image [8]. 

 

 
Figure2.25 Gray scale image and each pixel is represent by 256 different grays 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.26 The level of 256 grays, each black and white is 8 bits of memory 

 

 

2.7.3 True color or Red Green Blue image (RGB) 

 

The RGB image [8] is the image that has distinctive colors also imply the amount of red, 

green and blue. In case of color components have a range 0-255; the maximum of colors 

will be                 colors shade in the 1 image, which means the number of bits 

required is 8*3 or 24 bit or called 24-bit color image, which is enough colors for any 

images. Thereby, the RGB image will be considered a “stack” of three matrices that means 

each pixel will consist of the matric of red, green and blue (Figure 2.27). 

 

The RGB images are a 3-demensional color space and every color that can be created 

another color by mixing the red, green and blue (Figure 2.28).  
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Figure2.27 Cube of the primary color (Red, Green and Blue) 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.28 RGB images and 1 pixel is consist of 3 color values. 

 

 

2.7.4 Index color images [8] 

 

Because of the colors are more than sixteen million different colors that means have to 

have sixteen million palettes of colors. However, some color image is created by using a 

limited of palette, which regular palette is 256 different colors. And the images are referred 

to the color indexed of the palettes and applied to that pixel. However, the several 

problems of the indexed colors is if the images have more different colors that the color in 

the palette, the applied will represent the missing colors and the image will be degraded the 

colors. Moreover, the problem of index colors is the combing of two indexed color images 

that be used by different palettes. 
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Figure2.29 Index image color  

 

 

 

2.7 Digital images processing 

 

The fundamental steps of digital image processing are images acquisition, images 

processing, feature extraction, image recognition and images classification. 

 

 

2.7.1 Image Acquisition 

 

The acquisitions [9] of the images have many approaches which are different technique to 

generate the images, This paper will mention about the image acquisition by HDD 

performance test tools which is specific measurement by scan the problem area on 

magnetic media of failure hard disk drives. 

 

BCSCAN 

 

Bits Corrected Scan is the low density parity code (LDPC) return a variety of metrics on a 

per-sector or per-code-word basis. The failure is referred to error corrective code (ECC) 

scan and one of the matrices is the a count of the number of bytes corrected, which is a 

measure of read ability easy-hard to work to get the data from the each byte on media. 
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Figure2.30 Example of BCSCAN images 

 

 

ICSCAN 

 

Iterative Count Scan (ICSCAN) is the read ability on data part, which channel will return a 

variety of metrics on a per-sector or per-code word basis. The feature is generally referred 

to as low density parity code (LDPC) scan. One of the metrics is the inner iteration count, 

which is a measure of how hard the channel has to work to get the data from the disk. 

 

 

 
 

Figure2.31 Example of ICSCAN images 
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OTRC1 

 

Off track read capability (OTRC) is a test provides a view of how data is recorded on the 

disk surface from the channel's perspective. In contrast to magnetic imaging test (MIT) 

images that are based on amplitude of the recorded signal, OTRC by sector is based on the 

channel's capability to read back data. Therefore, some cases the picture will be different 

than MIT. Write splices symptom and bit sized media defects may not be visible as 

amplitude changes on MIT, but OTRC by sector will detect sectors that cannot be correctly 

read back and decoded. 

 

OTRC1 setting is each of squares is 1 sector (512 bytes) with 3% of cylinder and read with 

full bits ECC 

 

Color meaning  

- Blue – 0 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Cyan – 1 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Yellow – 2 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Red – 3 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

 

 
 

Figure2.32 Example of OTRC images 

 

OTRC2 

 

Off track read capability (OTRC) is a test provides a view of how data is recorded on the 

disk surface from the channel's perspective. In contrast to magnetic imaging test (MIT) 

images that are based on amplitude of the recorded signal, OTRC by sector is based on the 

channel's capability to read back data. Therefore, some cases the picture will be different 
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than MIT. Write splices symptom and bit sized media defects may not be visible as 

amplitude changes on MIT, but OTRC by sector will detect sectors that cannot be correctly 

read back and decoded. 

 

OTRC1 setting is each of squares is 1 sector (512 bytes) with 3% of cylinder and 

read with 2 bit ECC and no read recovery 

 

Color meaning  

- Blue – 0 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Cyan – 1 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Yellow – 2 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

- Red – 3 errors (out of 3 times of read) 

 

SVGA 

 

Servo Variable Gain Amplifier Image (SVGA) is designed to show large area surface 

defects. When a defect occurs that is large enough to reduce amplitude of the servo wedge, 

servo gain (SVGA) will be increase. The change might be gradual when viewed across a 

small area, but becomes more apparent when looking at larger areas. 

 

  
 

 

Figure2.33 Example of SVGA images 

 

 

2.7.2 Image Enhancement  

 

The image will be repaired to better quality such as improve images with sharpness, blur 

image, contrast enhancement, edge enhancement but this process will remain the original 

image. Moreover, if case of the picture is incomplete images from a signal interference and 

noise, the image can be improved or eliminated by image filtering techniques [10]. 

 

A principle of image enhancement is the process of improving the output of the image to 

suit for specific applications, which means the image after the process is a reasonable more 

than the original images. The specific application is particularly works such as the 

improving the quality of X- ray which cannot be used well to image enhancement of Earth, 

thus the image enhancements are incompatible with all applications.  
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Image enhancement can be divided into two approaches that are enhancement in spatial 

domain and frequency domain. 

 

Image enhancement in spatial domain of image point will be processed on the basis of the 

points by action on the value of each pixels and adjust the contrast or the color of the 

image. The purpose to change these values is compensating the errors or the defects of the 

images. The ability of image processing techniques has enabled us to improve the quality 

of the image instead of having to update every time a new environment during image 

acquisition and the techniques of image enhancement are divided to 4 main techniques. 

 

1. Intensity manipulation. 

2. Image filtering. 

3. Image sharpening. 

4. Image adjustment using mathematical and logical function. 

 

Intensity Manipulation 

 

The changing and transforming the image contrast are the technique that using 

mathematical function or statistic value of images in order to transforms the light intensity 

values of image based on image enhancement and suitable to implementation. The 

parameter of transforming can be determined from usage (intensity-based transform 

technique) or automatic transform by statistic characteristic of image (Histogram based 

technique)   

 

Intensity Transform Technique is an easiest of light intensity transform technique of image 

enhancement.  

 

   

 (   )    (   )         (   ) 
 

    is transform function 

      (   ) is a light intensity input 

       (   )  is a light intensity output 

 

 

Intensity transform technique can be subdivided to sub function as follow: 

 

Linear function 

 

Additional by constant value 

 

 (   )  ( (   ))           (   ) 

 

If case b > 0 that means increase light intensity and vice versa on case b < 0 

 

 

Multiple by constant value (contrast gain (a)) 

 

 (   )   ( (   ))         (   ) 
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Additional and multiple by constant value for adapt light intensity and contrast. 

 

 (   )   ( (   ))            (   ) 

 
 

Logarithm Function 

The images can be improved by using logarithms function as below 

 

 (   )      (   (   ))      (   ) 

 

Logarithms function is very useful to expand the detail in dark areas of the picture 

but will be loosen some the detail in bright area. Anyway, the logarithms function 

can be transformed to be exponential function which is invert function of 

logarithm and make a decreasing the intensity in bright area. 

 

 (   )       (   (   ))      (   ) 

 

Power Law Function 

The image can be improved by using power law function as below 

 

 (   )   ( (   ))
γ
      (   ) 

     

a is the constant and positive value, gamma (γ) is always positive value and also 

useful to adjust the image light intensity. If case γ > 1 means the result will 

similar to exponential function and γ < 1 that means the result will similar to 

logarithms function. 

 

Histogram-based Technique, histogram is a counting the frequency of light intensity 

or color value by record the value of image pixels with whole image and counting the 

same value of each pixels. Histogram values can be calculated for all light intensities 

or color levels in the images including the number of light intensity.  

 

Histogram is a function that using for describe the probability of intensity or color in 

the image. That means the histogram value will be not changed follow direction of 

image rotation or view of the images, and it will not affect to the overall number of 

changes. Thereby, histogram is one of the representative features have been used as 

common and popular. 

 

 

 

Image Filtering 

 

Image filtering is eliminating noise of the images. Noise or interference may be a cause by 

disorders of the image acquisition. Because the noises or interferences are made to the 

image resolutions or details lose, it is difficult to eliminating all of the noises and 

interferences in the images.  

 

There are many techniques can be used for image filtering. 
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Window filter technique is a reducing the impact of noises on the spatial domain 

during window processing. The balancing of the pixels can be reduced the side effect 

of noise filtering by: 

 

Convolution technique  

 

 (   )  ∑  

 

    

∑  (   ) (       )

 

    

       (   ) 

  

Correlation technique  

 

 (   )   ∑  

 

    

∑  (   ) (       )       (   )

 

    

 

 

The window filter size is m*n and the value   
   

 
 and   

   

 
 

 

Linear filter technique is a filtering by mathematic function and a using the 

relationship of linear function which is good technique to noise filtering in a linear 

nature such as Gaussian noise   

 

Arithmetic mean filter 

 

 (   )  
 

  
∑  (   )     (    )

(   )    

 

 

Geometric mean filter 

 

 (   )  [ ∏  (   )

(   )    

]

 
  

      (    ) 

 

Harmonic mean filter  

 

 (   )  
  

∑
 

 (   )(   )    

       (    ) 

 

 

Define M and N is filter size 

 

 

Nonlinear filter technique is a statistical non-linear filter, which result will depends 

on the arrangement of the pixel under the filter area. Then, the value of each pixel 

(center of filter) will be replaced by the new result. 
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Median filter 

 

 (   )        
(   )    

{ ̂(   )}      (    ) 

 

 

Min-Max filter 

 

 (   )     
(   )    

{ ̂(   )}       (    ) 

 

 (   )     
(   )    

{ ̂(   )}      (    ) 

 

 

Midpoint filter 

 

 (   )  
 

 
[    
(   )    

{ ̂(   )}      
(   )    

{ ̂(   )}]      (    ) 

 

 

Mostly size of filter will be square window and size m*n, and m, n will be 

odd number e.g. 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7. 

 

 

Image sharpening 

 

The objective of image sharpening is make more sharpness of the images, adjust the 

contrast including make a detail of the image clearly. However, the filter technique as the 

arithmetic mean filter have affected to blur of the results, the image sharping will achieve 

by spatial differentiation which is a difference in the position axis.  

 

This paper, image acquisition such as BCSCAN, ICSCAN, OTRC1, OTRC2 and SVGA 

are quite complete image because the images are derived from read ability into magnetic 

media and convert the read-results to be an image which is different approaches with the 

principle of the sensors. Therefore, the noises from the sensor on the image are not 

possible on this acquisition technique.  

 

 

 

Image Adjustment using Mathematical and Logical Functions 

 

Image adjustment using mathematical and logical functions are typically used for 

processing the images from the two images or more, but except the NOT logic function 

applied to a single image. 

 

Image Adjustment using Mathematical Functions 

 

This function is commonly used the functions of subtract, multiply, and average which the 

basis of these functions are used to create special effects on the images and video such as 

composite the image, object missing and foreign matter checking. 
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Image addition 

 

 (   )      (   )      (   )       (    ) 
 

 

Image subtractions 

 

 

 (   )    (   )    (   )          (    ) 
 

 

Image Averaging 

 

 (   )  
 

 
∑  (   )          (    )

 

   

 

 

 

Image Adjustment using Logical Functions 

The logical function is image adjustment by using the logic AND, OR and NOT. 

 

 

 

2.7.3 Image pre-processing 

 

Resizing 

 

Image resizing is one of the most important methods for image pre-processing techniques. 

To standardize database of image processing, the training image should be same image size 

and helpful to decrease the image size also which affect the computing duration and data 

size. The image will be set to 196x196 pixels. 

 

 

Region-of-interest (ROI) or Cropping  

 

ROI is calculated using auto cropping method and it is the line or curve object. The use of 

the cropping is comfortably by select the interesting region into the original image. The 

feature of cropping has circle, rectangular or any geometric which depends on user 

applications. The ROI can be use the multiple functions at the same time and it can be 

defined the specific boundary. 

 

 

2.7.4 Feature Extraction 

 

Eigenface [1] is the method that image recognition of face or pattern of image and can 

specify the corresponding image. By mean of Eigenface is signify of the images or that 

called Principle Component Analysis (PCA)  
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Steps of Eigenface 

 

 Let a face image  (   ) be a two-dimensional     array. An image may also 

be considered as a vector of dimension   , or equivalently a point in   -

dimensional space.  

 Reshape size of 2-D image from size     pixels to be 1-D vector in a    -

dimensional space (Γi). 

 

  [                ]          (    ) 
 

 Calculate the mean value for all vectors, the deviation from mean vector and 

covariance matrix for the specific training set data. Let the images in the 

training set be represented by {          } where each    is a vector of   -

dimension. The value M is the number of images in the training set. With this 

representation and is formula as: 

  

   
 

 
∑                         (    )

 

   

 

 

 The set of deviation from mean vectors {             } consists of the 

individual difference of each training image from the mean vector.  

 

                               (    ) 
 

 Calculate eigenvectors using the covariance matrix of the training set. The 

covariance matrix is formula by: 

 

                           (    ) 
 

Where    [             ] 
 

 Calculate the Eigen vector as eigenvectors vi of ATA that 

 

                           (    ) 
 

 

2.7.5 Image Classification 

 

Image classification [1] is finding the input image by Eigenface technique and defining the 

most of close to image in database. 

 

Step of classification method 

 The test image will be transformed into its Eigen vector components using 

formula by:  

o Compare input vector with mean image of training set and multiply the 

different with Eigenvector matric. 
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The weight of each training image ωk and give the weight vector of the 

training images    

 

     
 (    ) 

   [             ]           (    ) 

 

 Calculate norm2 that image class provides the Euclidean distance εk for the test 

image. This is done by find minimum value using the Euclidean distance 

method.  

         
 (        ) 

   ‖          ‖
 
   (     )             (    ) 

 

2.8 Rank-Level Fusion with Neural Network 

 

 

Rank-Level Fusion with Neural Network in Classification of Media Defect Patterns [16] 

 

Rank-Level Fusion with Neural Network is the verify technique of the classification at the 

level of magnetic media pattern by using the point of defects on media on process to 

generate the digital pattern and using Neural network to classify the those patterns. The 

advantages are robustness, flexibility, high identification rate [17] and high processing 

speed. Three classifiers; regression trees, discriminant function and neural networks is 

applied to classify the patterns. The neural network is the best result as a based automated 

recognition and a rank-level fusion technique with the neural networks is improvement the 

pattern classification performance by integrates the three proposed classifiers.  

 

 
 

Figure2.34 The block diagram of pattern recognition system [16] 
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In tern of pattern acquisition, the defect patterns on the media surface are typically 

included light micro scratch (LMS), Circular, Circumferential, Radial and Spiral types 

some of them are illustrated (Figure2.35). The information of defect points is recorded in 

hexadecimal [18] format and the defect information identifies the defect in the locations 

which are tracks and wedges on the surface of magnetic media. The defect information is 

then converted to decimal [19] format to store the information. The boundary defect will 

be generated by the cluster technique which one cluster area is equal to 200 pixels, if that 

area have a defect more that 10% of cluster, that cluster will be considered as a defect area. 

 

Global Statistical data: The defect information of media surface will be extracted into 

statistical data which is the kind of data that is potentially useful to recognize for the large 

defect size, also provides a significant difference between the small and large defect size. 

 

Local Statistical data: The surface of media will be clustered into 100 segments which is 

the kind of data that is small defect size. A feature extraction algorithm will search a 

cluster that contains the highest number of defects. Therefore, only the information on that 

particular cluster is extracted to statistical data. In order to reduce the classifier complexity, 

the variables number needs to be reduced. 

 

                               (    ) 
 

Where Y is the value of eliminating the insignificant contributions, Xi is the predictor 

variables and bi is the regression coefficient.  

 

 
 

Figure2.35 Commonly defect patterns. 
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Feature Extraction 

 

The media defect information is extracted into statistical data which is in the form of the 

global and local defect which both are the standard deviation, range, average values, 

coefficient of the variation (CV), correlation (20) and the total number of the media 

defects. 

 

     
∑ (    ̅)(    ̅)
 
   

(   )    
       (    ) 

 

Where x and y are sample means of X and Y. sx and sy are sample of standard deviations of 

X and Y. and rxy is the population Pearson correlation between X and Y.  

 

Neural Network  

 

After use feature extraction, Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNN) will be applied by 

using data through its input nodes and propagate forward through the hidden layer neurons 

Then, use a back propagation algorithm, the output value will be compared to the expected 

value ,and the error adjustments are made back through the layers in order to adjust the 

weights. The adjustment of these weights drives the network behavior towards the desired 

output [21].  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 System Overview 

 

The major component of developed system include the image acquisition devise 

 

 

 
 

Figure3.1 System overview which separation the images of train and test set 

 

 

3.2 Appliance 

 

3.1. Hardware: Computer Laptop Toshiba Portege R830, Intel Core i5 processor 2.5GHz 

3MB L3 Cached, RAM 4GB SDRAM, 500GB SATA HDD, Intel HD Graphics 3000  

3.2. Operating system: Microsoft Window 7 64 bit 

3.3. Software 

3.3.1.1. Automatic HDD performance test tool (WD application) 

3.3.1.2. Matlab version 2010. 
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3.3 Images of train and test set 

 

The images came from 210 drives or 1050 for train images and 242 drives or 1210 for test 

images. 

 

Image 

acquisition 

technique 

Pattern name Number of training 

images 

Number of testing 

images 

BCSCAN 

Cross track 50 63 

Circumferential 30 57 

Spiral load 50 60 

Spiral seek 40 38 

Spiral Unload 30 19 

Normal 10 5 

ICSCAN 

Cross track 50 63 

Circumferential 30 57 

Spiral load 50 60 

Spiral seek 40 38 

Spiral Unload 30 19 

Normal 10 5 

OTRC1 

Cross track 50 63 

Circumferential 30 57 

Spiral load 50 60 

Spiral seek 40 38 

Spiral Unload 30 19 

Normal 10 5 

OTRC2 

Cross track 50 63 

Circumferential 30 57 

Spiral load 50 60 

Spiral seek 40 38 

Spiral Unload 30 19 

Normal 10 5 

SVGA 

Cross track 50 63 

Circumferential 30 57 

Spiral load 50 60 

Spiral seek 40 38 

Spiral Unload 30 19 

Normal 10 5 

 

Table3.1 The number of train and test images 
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3.4 Methodology 

 

The processes will be separated to 2 portions which are training images and test images.  

 

Image training 

 

In this paper, the method is a preparing the data base by input the images of training set. 

All the images which are independence pattern will create the characteristic matrix of each 

image and will be defined by name of the pattern (Index).    

 

 
 

 

 

Figure3.2: Framework of training image and create database 
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Image testing 

 

The subject of the method is know the pattern of the test image (input), the procedure is the 

step to point onto the right index that have a highest possible to be the pattern of test 

images. The some testing steps will be applied and calculated with train database.  

 

 
 

Figure3.3: Framework of test image working flow 

 

3.4.1 Receive the images (Input) 

 

All input images are RGB image which is jpeg format. It is generated from Auto FA and 

scan or read measurement on region of the problem. The images of experiments are 5 kinds 

of images which be acquired different technique. Therefore, database will be created 5 

databases of image training sets, which have 

- Database of BCSCAN images 

- Database of ICSCAN images 

- Database of OTRC1 images 

- Database of OTRC2 images 
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- Database of SVGA images 

  

In another word, each of image types will be independent computed. The .jpeg format will 

be opened the full image by “imread” command  

 

 
Figure3.4 Example of input image 

 

 

3.4.2 Resizing 

 

In this paper, the images from HDD performance test will be applied by Matlab's 

“imresize” function to decrease the spatial resolution on the images which are the 

resolution of 512x512 and 196x196 pixels but remain the true colors. 

 

 

                     
Figure3.5 Example of resizing the image 
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3.4.3 Cropping 

 

After the images had been resized, the images will be selected only interest area that 

necessary for image analysis. The cropping window that be used is rectangular of size 

150x150 pixel.  

 

 
Figure3.6 Example of cropping the image 

 

 

3.4.4 Feature extraction (Eigenface) 

 

After cropped of interest regions and resize to 196x196 pixel, the image will be extracted 

by using Eigenface technique as followed. 

  

1. Each train images are transformed 2D to 1D. 

The images from crop is matrix size [196x196] will be transformed to 

[38,416x1] or  i 

 

2. Combine 1D of all training images to the matric. 

S   = [[38,416x1]1, [[38,416x1]2,…, [[38,416x1]M ]  

= [38,416x210] 

 

3. Determine the mean value of matric for horizontal. 

Ψ   = Average [38,416x210]  

= [38,416x1] 

 

4. Find the deviation of each training images from mean value. 

Φi   = [38,416x1]i - [38,416x1]ψ  

= [38,416x1] 

 

5. Combination of each deviation. 

A   = [Φ1, Φ2, …., ΦM ]  

= [38,416x210] 

 

6. Find the surrogate of covariance matrix with A transpose x A 

L  = A
T
A  

= [210x38,416]*[38,416x210]  
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= [210*210] 

 

7. Find surrogate of Eigenvalue vi. 

A
T
Avi  = µivi 

 

vi  =  [210x210] 

 

8. Find Eigen vector of covariance matrix. 

µk   = Avi    

= [38,416x210]*[20x210]  

= [38,416x210] 

 

9. Put the index name of 210 images. 

o Index 1-50 is “Cross track” pattern 

o Index 51-80 is “Circumferential” pattern 

o Index 81-130 is “Spiral load” pattern 

o Index 131-170 is “Spiral seek” pattern 

o Index 171-200 is “Spiral Unload” pattern 

o Index 201-210 is “Normal” or no pattern 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure3.7 Algorithm of feature extraction of training image  

by using Eigenface technique  

 

 

 

 

 

1 
• Transform 2D to 1D (𝛤) 

2 
• Combine 1D to the mactix (S) 

3 
• Average the matix on horizontal (ψ) 

4 
• Find the each the image deviation value (φ) 

5 
• Combine the deviation value to the matrix (A) 

6 
• Find the surrogate of the covariance matrix (L) 

7 
• Find  the Eigen vector of L (vi) 

8 
• Find  the Eigenface matrix of L (µ) 

9 
• Given the index name (index) 
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3.4.5 Classification procedure 

 

In this paper, Euclidean distance is applied for classifications which are 6 types of pattern 

as circumferential, cross track, spiral load, spiral seek, spiral unload and no pattern. 

Euclidean distance is currently used in the automated screening system which classify base 

on finding the M training samples that are the closest test image in feature space. Based on 

the index name of the most of close to training image is the result of classification.   

 

This is the classification processes after cropped and resized to 196x196 pixel the input or 

test images 

 

1. Test image is transformed 2D to 1D. 

The images from crop is matrix size [196x196] will be transformed to 

[38,416x1] 

 

2. Find the deviation of input by mean value of training set. 

Φinput  = [38,416x1]input - [38,416x1]a  

= [38,416x1] 

 

3. Find weight of each training images (M=210) 

ωk   = µk
T
Φi(1-210)  

= [210x210]*[38,416x1]  

= [210x1] 

 

Ωk   = [ω1, ω2,…. ΩM]  

= [[210x1]1, [210x1]2, …, [210x1]M]  

= [210x210] 

 

4. Find weight of each input images 

ωinput  = µk
T
Φinput  

= [210x38,416]*[ 38,416x1]  

= [210x1] 

 

Ωinput  =  ωinput 

= [210x1] 

 

 

5. Find the Euclidean distance 

εk   = || Ωinput – Ωk||(2) 

   = norm(2)i-M [[210x1] – [210x1]] 

   = [1x210] 

 

6. Find the minimum distance 

   = min εk 

= min [1x210] 

= [1x1] 

 

7. Find index of min εk and the name of the index. 
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Figure3.8 Algorithm of feature extraction of test image 

 by using Eigenface technique 

 

 

3.4.6 Comparison and accuracy rate of classification 

 

Comparison the name of index results and the input name is the analyzing of the 

classification an accuracy method. 

 

The total test images are 242 images and the accuracy will be defined by: 

 

 

        ( )  (
     

(           )
)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 
• Transform 2D to 1D (𝛤) 

2 
• Find the deviation of input image (ϕinput) : Link to database 

3 
• Find weight of trainig image (Ω) : Link to database 

4 
• Find weight of test image (Ωinput) 

5 
• Find the Euclidean distance (εk) 

6 
• Seek minimum of Euclidean distance  (minεk)  

7 
• Seek to the index of min εk and the name of the index : Link to database 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

 

4.1 The actual experiment results. 

 

In this paper, the 6 patterns of scratch is collected which are circumferential seek track 

follow, cross track, spiral load, spiral seek, spiral unload and no pattern images. Each 

category is collected 10-40 images depend on distribution of failure founds. These data are 

divided into two sets as training and testing data set. The training image set is 210 images 

and the total of test image set is 242 images. For the accuracy of pattern recognition will be 

applied by: 

 

        ( )  (
     

(           )
)        

 

Result of BCSCAN images 

Pattern 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Cross Track 50 63 59 4 93.6% 

Circumferential 30 57 52 5 91.2% 

Spiral load 50 60 54 6 90.0% 

Spiral seek 40 38 29 9 76.3% 

Spiral unload 30 19 19 0 100% 

Normal 10 5 4 1 80.0% 

Total 210 242 217 25 89.6% 

 

BCSCAN image is high accuracy from image classification which is 89.6% of overall test 

image (242 images) and error 10.4% (25 error images). The spiral unload is highest 

accurate at 100% and lowest accuracy is spiral seek at 76.3% 

 

Result of ICSCAN images 

Pattern 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Cross Track 50 63 60 3 95.2% 

Circumferential 30 57 50 7 87.7% 

Spiral load 50 60 57 3 95.0% 

Spiral seek 40 38 31 7 81.5% 

Spiral unload 30 19 15 4 78.9% 

Normal 10 5 5 0 100.0% 

Total 210 242 218 24 90.0% 

 

ICSCAN image is highest accuracy from image classification which is 90.0% of overall 

test image (242 images) and error 10% (24 error images). The normal image is highest 

accurate at 100% and lowest accuracy is spiral unload at 78.9% 
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Result of OTRC1 images 

Pattern 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Cross Track 50 63 31 32 49.2% 

Circumferential 30 57 36 21 63.1% 

Spiral load 50 60 23 37 38.3% 

Spiral seek 40 38 8 30 21.0% 

Spiral unload 30 19 3 16 15.7% 

Normal 10 5 1 4 20.0% 

Total 210 242 102 140 42.1% 

 

OTRC1 image is low accuracy from image classification which is 42.1% of overall test 

image (242 images) and error 57.9% (140 error images). The image of circumferential 

pattern is highest accurate at 63.1% and lowest accuracy is spiral unload at 15.7% 

 

Result of OTRC2 images 

Pattern 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Cross Track 50 63 29 34 46.0% 

Circumferential 30 57 33 24 57.8% 

Spiral load 50 60 23 37 38.3% 

Spiral seek 40 38 8 30 21.0% 

Spiral unload 30 19 4 15 21.0% 

Normal 10 5 1 4 20.0% 

Total 210 242 98 144 40.4% 

 

OTRC2 image is low accuracy from image classification which is 40.4% of overall test 

image (242 images) and error 59.6% (144 error images). The image of circumferential 

pattern is highest accurate at 57.8% and lowest accuracy is no pattern at 20% 

 

 

Result of SVGA images 

Pattern 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Cross Track 50 63 44 19 69.8% 

Circumferential 30 57 10 47 17.5% 

Spiral load 50 60 16 44 26.6% 

Spiral seek 40 38 6 32 15.7% 

Spiral unload 30 19 8 11 42.1% 

Normal 10 5 1 4 20.0% 

Total 210 242 85 157 35.1% 

 

SVGA image is lowest accuracy from image classification which is 35.1% of overall test 

image (242 images) and error 64.9% (157 error images). The image of cross track pattern 

is highest accurate at 69.8% and lowest accuracy is Circumferential pattern at 20% 
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Summary of the results 

Image 
Number of 

train images 

Number of 

test images 
Match count Error count 

Accuracy 

(%) 

BCSCAN 210 242 217 25 89.6% 

ICSCAN 210 242 218 24 90.0% 

OTRC1 210 242 102 140 42.1% 

OTRC2 210 242 98 144 40.4% 

SVGA 210 242 85 157 35.1% 

 

There are 2 kinds of image which are BCSCAN and ICSCAN more than 85% accuracy by 

using 242 test images. The rest are lower than 50% accuracy  

 

 

Remark: the technique of Rank-Level Fusion with Neural Network in Classification of 

Media Defect Patterns is one of the verify methodologies of classification the defect 

pattern but the different thing with this paper is the process of feature extraction and image 

acquisition which is different approaching. Which the image acquisition is using storing 

the defect or scratch points into statistic data and feature extraction will search and will be 

applied on those points. And take Neural Network from feature extraction results. 

 

In this paper, the images that generated by surface scan from automatic HDD performance 

test tool will be picked up for analyzing by separate as 2 groups of train set (database 

image) and test set (experiment image). Eigenface technique is the feature extraction to 

search the dominant feature of each image and define the closest image between test image 

and training image.  

 

 

4.2 Example of the results 

 

Base on feature extraction on step#9, define the name of index for training set 

o Index 1-50 is “Cross track” pattern 

o Index 51-80 is “Circumferential” pattern 

o Index 81-130 is “Spiral load” pattern 

o Index 131-170 is “Spiral seek” pattern 

o Index 171-200 is “Spiral Unload” pattern 

o Index 201-210 is “Normal” or no pattern 

 

No Test images Test image 

name 

Match 

Index 

Name of index Results 

1 

 

Cross track 40 Cross track Match 
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2 

 

Cross track 8 Cross track Match 

3 …. …. …. …. …. 

63 …. …. …. …. …. 

64 

 

Circumferential 141 Spiral seek Error 

65 

 

Circumferential 71 Circumferential Match 

66 

 

Circumferential 199 Spiral load Error 

67 …. …. …. …. …. 

120 …. …. …. …. …. 

121 

 

Spiral load 109 Spiral load Match 

122 

 

Spiral load 63 Circumferential Error 

123 

 

Spiral load 100 Spiral load Match 

124 …. …. …. …. …. 

 …. …. …. …. …. 
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242 

 

Normal 201 Normal Match 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

 

In this study, the automatic system is able to classify the pattern on the images which 

means able to classify the kind of scratch patterns on surface magnetic media. This system 

can apply into automatic inspection by using image processing technique for classification 

or decision the type of scratch which is the main factor of failure analysis and find the real 

root cause of the defective drives.  

 

The results are 89.6% accuracy of BCSCAN image which is experiment’s image or this 

paper called test image, and 90% accuracy of ICSCAN image is the result of classification 

by using Euclidean distance integrated into Eigenface technique which is technique of the 

feature extraction.  

 

Therefore, this methodology is able to classify the scratch pattern of magnetic media 

surface with reliability 89.6% by using BCSCAN images and 90% by using ICSCAN 

images.         

 

 

5.2 Further work 

 

1. The accuracy is dependent on training image amount and the definition of the images. 

Therefore, the accuracy improvements have to improve since image acquisition and pre-

processing, and continuous keeping the test image to training set is interesting method.    

 

2. The methodology of re-checking the classification results from feature extraction by 

using Eigenface technique is very interesting. In this paper, 90% accuracy is the numbers 

without a verify method.   
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